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After the financial crisis in the USA，Chinese concept stock once became the 
focus of foreign stock markets. However，since the end of 2010，the suspension and 
delisting of some Chinese concept stock listed in the USA have attracted the attention 
of theoretical and practical circles. Most of these Chinese companies that were asked 
to delist had suffered suspicion from American short selling mechanism， which 
brought the problems such as financial fraud to light.  
Such mechanism of short sales，which is common in American capital market， 
has been studied from the perspective of economics. The thesis tries to look into the 
mechanism of short sales in America from the management aspect of external 
governance. Firstly，it begins with literature review and an analysis of the theories. 
Secondly， it makes an introduction to external governance and short selling 
mechanism in American enterprises. Thirdly， the function of external governance in 
short selling mechanism will be summarized through investigation of the Chinese 
companies that listed in America and suffered delisting. Lastly， as far as the case of 
Longtop， the thesis will analysis the development of the case and the malpractice of 
the company. It will also carry out survey into how the links of internal and external 
governance stopped working and how the short selling mechanism played its role as 
external supervision. Through the analysis above，the thesis comes to an conclusion 
that short selling mechanism，as external supervision，is an essential part of external 
governance and plays significant role in perfecting governance system and dealing 
with financial fraud.  
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